Reading exercise

Airline luggage virus - You're in Dallas, but your data is in Singapore.

Alzheimer's virus - It makes your computer forget where it put your files.

AT&T virus - Every three minutes it tells you what a great service you are getting.

Bill Gates virus - This dominant strain searches for desirable features in all other viruses via the internet. It then either engulfs the competing viruses or removes their access to computers until they die out.

Child virus - It constantly does annoying things, but is too cute to get rid of.

Couch Potato Virus - Just sits there, eating chips all day.

Disney virus - Everything in the computer goes Goofy.

Elvis Virus - Your computer gets fat, slow and lazy and then self-destructs, only to resurface at shopping malls and service stations across rural America.

Freudian Virus - Your computer becomes obsessed with marrying its own motherboard and becomes very jealous of the size of your friend's hard drive.